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1. Trends in orchard development

2. Trends in orchard management



Trends in:
Orchard development practices

1. Precision farming tools
◦ Soil / terrain mapping

◦ Orchard layout based on the above mapping
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1. Precision farming tools
◦ Soil / terrain mapping

◦ Orchard layout based on the above mapping
✓ Blocks / roads / windbreaks

✓ Row direction

✓ Pairing soils and variety / rootstock
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Trends in:
Orchard development practices

1. Precision farming tools
◦ Soil / terrain mapping

◦ Orchard layout based on the above mapping

◦ Irrigation control

◦ Irrigation scheduling

◦ Fertigation control

◦ Measurement / Monitoring / Evaluation

◦ Probes / EC / Drones / Real time decisions
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Trends in:
Orchard development practices

1. Precision farming tools

2. Soil preparation
◦ Long term oxygen management

◦ Creating a buffer
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Trends in:
Orchard development practices

1. Precision farming tools

2. Soil preparation

3. Soil amelioration

4. Soil conditioners

5. Shade netting

6. Tree population / spacing / trellising
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Orchard development practices…

7. Integrating management practices

8. Irrigation systems

9. Irrigation scheduling
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Trends in:
Orchard development practices…

7. Integrating management practices

8. Irrigation systems

9. Irrigation scheduling

10.Foliar nutrition

11.New areas and new cultivars

12.Varietal differences…





Trends in:
Orchard management…

1. Bigger farms & management productivity

2. Complexities vs. simplicity (1X150 vs 3X50; irrigation at once)

3. Decisions/planning for the long term (management blocks; 2/3 tanks)

4. Central control (dedicated lines)

5. Softer strategies for higher yields… (fertigation)

6. Integrated planning (pruning; pest management; pollination)



Trends in:
Orchard management…

7. POEM & Response times

8. Mulching; mulchers & cover crops

9. Machine productivity (turn time; distance to gully; offset- & fold-ups; towers)

10.Understanding crops better (phenology)

11.Irrigation strategy (continuous; capacitance probes; chemigation)

12.Contractors; specialists; service providers; training




